
Show your stamps in our souvenir shop, enter your 
password and collect the YOUNG EXPLORER medal! 

WAY TO GO! You have completed  
the entire game! 

Have you figured out the password?
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We have several senses - there are six in total
Smell, sound and sight are only a few of them

Each of us can taste, and we can catch our balance
One is missing - look for it on the map!

?
Now look at the last page and tell me what 

you can make out of the stamp puzzle?
This is the first word of the password.

Solve the rebus and guess the second 
word of the password.

PASSWORD

The last stamp is waiting to be found!  
Stamp it in the boxes with the numbers 7  

on the last page.
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Hello explorer! You have just crossed the gates 
of the Las Odkrywców where an extraordinary 
adventure awaits you!
Keep a close eye on your surroundings and pay 
attention to every little detail. Discover the secret 
of the forest and try to find all the pieces of the 
puzzle - follow the clues and don’t forget to take 
a park map!
There are 7 stamps hidden along the Avenue  
of Discovery - place each one of them in the 
numbered boxes on the last page. Guess the secret 
password and you will receive a Young Explorer 
Medal!

To find the next spot
Again, walk through the tunnel along the path

Count the signs marked with a green leaf 
Find that number on the map and go there now

Look at the board from time to time
There you will find tracks of various animals of the forest

Now count the badger’s tracks
This is the number of the place you are looking for.

Can you hear the music of the forest around you?
Listen! It is the sound of trees and birds in the sky.
There are also instruments in the Explorers’ Forest

You don’t need any encouragement to play on the pots!

The houses made of branches are your next point
Their interior is pleasantly cool.

So if you are already tired of these noises
Then move quickly to the Forest…………!

GLADE  
OF MYSTERY

You will find the first stamp in the tunnel
You don’t have many roads to choose from 

Turn right and follow the forest path
The first hint is hard to miss

Find stamp number 1 and stamp it in field number 1 
on the last page.

Did you find the stamp?  
Great! Stamp it in field 2.

Stamp number 3 is hidden here.  
Stamp it in field number 3.

Look around carefully and you will find stamp number 4! 
Remember to stamp it on the last page!

Stamp No. 5 is playing hide and seek with us!  
Find it and stamp it in the boxes with the numbers 5.
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Want to know where the sixth stamp is hidden?
In the hut, on a log, there is a drawing of a glade

On the map, it looks like a colored flower
You can smell the lavender aroma on it

Stamp 6 is hidden among the flowers.  
Stamp it in the boxes with the numbers 6.
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